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Dewetting of thin films on heterogeneous substrates: Pinning versus coarsening
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We study a model for a thin liquid film dewetting from a periodic heterogeneous substrate~template!. The
amplitude and periodicity of a striped template heterogeneity necessary to obtain a stable periodic stripe
pattern, i.e., pinning, are computed. This requires a stabilization of the longitudinal and transversal modes
driving the typical coarsening dynamics during dewetting of a thin film on a homogeneous substrate. If the
heterogeneity has a larger spatial period than that of the critical dewetting mode, weak heterogeneities are
sufficient for pinning. Our results imply a large region of coexistence between coarsening dynamics and
pinning.
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Templating and controlled rupture of liquid films o
chemically structured substrates have provoked many exp
mental efforts@1–6# but the conditions for the desired imag
ing of the template structure onto the deposit pose m
open questions. First theoretical results for liquid layers
structured surfaces with strong heterogeneities of wettab
i.e., stepwise alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic strip
in an aqueous system, describe different morphological t
sitions when changing the size of the heterogeneous pat
or the volume of the deposited liquid@7–10#. Experimen-
tally, the challenge of preventing the dewetting pattern fr
coarsening has been met by evaporation of the solvent@11#,
by literally freezing the system@12#, or by using a heteroge
neous substrate@1#.

In the present paper we study the transition betw
coarsening and pinning for thin films on weakly structur
substrates that possess spatial modulations of the mole
interaction terms. There is no well-defined contact line
the scales under investigation and consequently, we do
consider the pinning of a contact line to defects of the s
strate surface. Here we use the term ‘‘pinning’’ if the liqu
ridges of the asymptotic film profile match the more wetta
stripes of the substrate. Thin films on homogeneous s
strates can be unstable to spinodal dewetting, see
@13,14#. Sharma and coworkers proposed a model that c
tains polar and apolar components of molecular interacti
and reproduced the dynamics of dewetting thin films@15#.
Recently, it has been shown that this model has perio
stripe solutions that are unstable to coarsening@16#. Here, we
use a slightly different model derived from diffuse interfa
theory by Pismen and Pomeau@17#. We emphasize that thi
model has very similar dynamics@18# and stationary solu-
tions @19# as the Sharma model. The impact of a hetero
neous substrate on the stationary film profiles, their lin
stability, and resulting conditions for morphological tran
tions are presented. The dynamics of thin films on perio
stripe templates have been studied in Ref.@10# with the origi-
nal Sharma model by numerical integration and for a giv
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heterogeneity of large amplitude. Using bifurcation and s
bility analysis, we can provide, however, a more systema
study of the effects of parameters such as average film th
nessh̄, amplitudee, and spatial periodPhet of the heteroge-
neity.

Our starting point is a homogeneous or weakly hetero
neous substrate. We choose parameters in the unstabl
gime @cross in Fig. 1~a!#. Then a striped solution of a spatia
period P5Phet is considered. For illustration we display
system of length 2Phet @see Figs. 1~b!–1~e!#. The periodic
stripe pattern@Fig. 1~b!# is now unstable against sever
transversal@Fig. 1~c!# and longitudinal@Figs. 1~d! and 1~e!#
perturbations. Stability analysis allows us to trace the co
sponding eigenvalues. Increasing the strength of the het
geneity, they all will acquire negative real parts and the
sired pattern in Fig. 1~b! is pinned, i.e., becomes stab
against small perturbations.

The evolution equation for the film thickness profi
h(x,y,t) contains a disjoining pressure that is derived
combining the Stokes equation in long wave approximat
@20# with diffuse interface theory@17#,

] th52¹$~h2 ln a!3¹@Dh2]hf ~h,x!#%, ~1!

FIG. 1. ~a! Phase diagram for thin films on a homogeneo
substrate~after Ref.@19#!. The cross shows the parameter values
which we present results in detail.~b! Schematic display of the
template~dot-dashed line!, the periodic film profile with the same

spatial period~solid line!. Shaded areas show whereh.h̄. ~c! Ini-
tial stage of the transversal instability and~d!,~e! final stages of
variants of the longitudinal coarsening instability.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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with a free energyf (h,x)5k(x)e2h(e2h22)1 1
2 Gh2 and

the ratioG of gravitation to mean molecular interactions
well as the spatially varying strength of the molecular int
actionsk(x). a.0 is a small parameter describing the we
ting properties in the regime of partial wetting@17,19#. This
dimensionless form is obtained after scaling the origi
quantities as in Ref.@19#. The molecular interactions tha
become important on the nanometer scale@21# are incorpo-
rated through the disjoining pressureP(h) contained in the
derivative of the free energy]hf (h,x)52k(x)P(h)1Gh.
The chosenP(h) is qualitatively equivalent to other pres
sures consisting of destabilizing short range and stabiliz
long-range interactions@20# but does not suffer from the
usual divergency for vanishing film thickness@19#. In the
absence of heterogeneity, the model possesses two co
parameters, the ratioG and the average film thicknessh̄ that
is chosen as a conserved quantity. A phase diagram inG and
h̄ indicating the region of spinodal dewetting is shown
Fig. 1~a!.

Heterogeneous substrates with a smooth change in
wettability are modeled by a spatial sinusoidal modulation
the overall strength of the disjoining pressure,

k~x!511e cos~2px/Phet!. ~2!

The system behavior is controlled by the amplitudee and the
imposed periodicityPhet of the heterogeneity. Droplets ar
preferably located at minima ofk(x). Our choice ofk(x)
introduces a single length scalePhet and serves as a startin
point for analyzing more realistic choices with several sca

We choose the system size,L multiple of Phet , use peri-
odic boundary conditions and varye>0. The energy of a
striped solutionh(x,t) is given by the Lyapunov functiona
@19#

E5
1

LE0

LF1

2
~]xh!21 f ~h,x!Gdx. ~3!

During the time evolution of a given initial film thicknes
profile this energy decreases and eventually settles in a m
mum when the system approaches a linearly stable statio
solution of Eq.~1!. One can determine these solutions
rectly by setting] th50 in Eq.~1! and integrating twice@19#,
yielding

05]xxh2]hf ~h,x!1C1 . ~4!

The integration constantC1 and the spatial periodP now
parametrize a two-parameter family of periodic solutio
i.e., periodic patterns of holes and droplets, that can be
culated by continuation techniques@23#. P can be equal to
Phet or its multiples. Focusing on situations with conserv
liquid volume we adopt the mean film thicknessh̄
51/L*0

Lh(x)dx as the second parameter beside the per
using C1 as a Lagrange multiplier. Typical film profiles ar
shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!.

For homogeneous substrates withe50, flat films are sta-
tionary solutions that, depending on mean film thickness
the parameterG, may be unstable to infinitely small~spin-
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odal dewetting! or finite ~nucleation! disturbances of the film
surface. Rupture due to the spinodal mechanism occurs
perturbations with periods larger than a critical value,Pc

52p/kc with kc
252]hhf (h,x)u h̄ @19#. On a slower time

scale the initially formed holes coalesce, the pattern beco
coarser and tends to the absolute minimum of the energ
the largest possibleP, i.e., the system size.

~i! Perturbation theory. If the heterogeneity is switched
on, the flat film is no longer a solution to Eq.~4!. However,
for very smalle!1 an analytical expression for the weak
varying stationary film profile can be calculated. Rewritin
the heterogeneity ase(eikhetx1c.c.)/2 with khet52p/Phet

and using the volume conserving ansatzh(x)5h̄1a(eikhetx

1c.c.)/2 withO(a)5O(e) in Eq. ~4!, gives to first order in
e a stationary solution witha52eP(h̄)/(kc

22khet
2 ). This

solution is only valid fora!1. ForPc,Phet , the solution is
modulated in phase with the heterogeneity, whereas forPc
.Phet the phase is shifted byp. Results obtained by pertur
bation theory are depicted in Fig. 3~b!.

~ii ! Numerical bifurcation results. Suppose a variety o
heterogeneous substrates with appropriate periodPhet but
different e is available and a dewetting pattern with spat
period P5Phet is desired. We choose a linearly unstab
mean film thicknessh̄ such that the critical wavelength o
spinodal dewettingPc is of the same order asPhet . As an
example, we choosePc'Phet/1.5 with Phet550 and G

50.1,h̄52.5. This ratio ofPhet /Pc is known to give good
templating for strong heterogeneities@10#. The stationary so-
lutions with P5Phet and P52Phet are computed@22# ase
is increased using the weakly modulated solutions as a s
ing point for the continuation@23#. Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, and 3~a!
show profiles of the solutions and the bifurcation diagra
and Fig. 3~b! compares the results with perturbation theo
The weakly modulated solutions are indeed in line with t
results of perturbation theory. Breaking the translatio
symmetry ate50 gives rise to two branches of solution
starting at the large amplitude solution known from the h

FIG. 2. ~a! Stationary film profiles to Eq.~1! with P5Phet

~thick line! and P52Phet ~thin line!. ~b! Portraits of all solutions
with P5Phet . Only the solid profile is linearly stable.~c! The
heterogeneity and~d! the two coarsening modes due to translati
~dashed line! and transfer of mass~dotted line! as sketched in~a!.

Parameters aree50.1, G50.1, h̄52.5, andPhet550.
2-2
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mogeneous case@19#. Only the branch of largest amplitud
possesses a phase shift. The branches of solutions in p
cease to exist in a saddle-node bifurcation ate'0.22.

~iii ! Energy and longitudinal stability. Thick curves in
Fig. 3~a! compare the energies@calculated with Eq.~3!# of
the different solution branches given in Fig. 3~b!. For the
chosen parameter values the solutions in phase have alw
larger energy than the ones out of phase. When increasie
the energy of the lower branch decreases further indica
that the heterogeneity favors this pattern withP5Phet . Thin
curves in Fig. 3~a! denote solutions withP52Phet . To gain
more insight into the conditions of pinning the pattern by
heterogeneity, we analyze the linear stability of the station
solutions in systems of different sizes@24#. For the stability
analysis of periodic solutions, one usually employs a Floq
ansatz. This enables us to get the stability of periodic so
tions in large systems corresponding to large ratiosn
5L/Phet . We find, however, that the most dangerous, pot
tially unstable longitudinal modes that induce coarsening
dewetting films are already present in systems forn52.
Hence, we constrain the discussion to system sizeL
<2Phet in x direction. In the transversaly direction, we had
to use much larger length'30Phet for a stability analysis,
see below.

In the shortest system, i.e.,L5Phet , the entire lower
branch in Fig. 3~a! is linearly stable, whereas the two oth
branches are unstable. Fore50 the linearly stable solution
possesses two zero eigenvalues~Goldstone modes! corre-

FIG. 3. ~a! Relative energy of stationary solutions to Eq.~1!
with P5Phet ~thick line! andP52Phet ~thin line! versuse. A flat

film at e50 yieldsE(h̄)'0.155. Solid curves correspond to coe
isting linearly stable solutions.~b! Bifurcation diagram representin
maximum~upper half! and minimum~lower half! of solutions with
P5Phet . Thin dot-dashed lines denote results from perturbat
theory and other line styles match with~a! and Fig. 2~b!. ~c! Eigen-
valuesl with largest real part of the lowest energy solutions w
P5Phet @thick solid branch in~a!#. Solid curves correspond to
Goldstone modes ate50 and broken curves to interaction mod
with period 2P. Line styles match the profiles in Fig. 2~d!. Tri-
angles correspond to period doubling bifurcations where solut

with P52Phet emerge. Parameters area50.1, G50.1, h̄52.5,
andPhet550 that yieldsa/e'0.7.
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sponding to translation symmetry and mass conservat
For eÞ0 the translation symmetry is broken and the cor
sponding eigenvalue becomes negative@thin solid line in Fig.
3~c!#. Mass conservation is maintained and the correspo
ing eigenvalue remains zero for alle @thick solid line in Fig.
3~c!#.

In a larger system withL52Phet , the first stage of coars
ening can be studied that is the fastest since nearest ne
bors interact and the energy gain is largest. If templat
shall be successful then this first stage needs to be preve
by pinning. In the stability analysis of the two periods, tw
new eigenvalues appear that correspond to asymmetric c
binations of the Goldstone modes@see Fig. 2~d!#. They rep-
resent two possible modes of coarsening.

~a! Shift of droplets towards each other caused by a co
bination of opposite translational modes@dashed arrows in
Fig. 2~a! and dashed curves in Figs. 2~d! and 3~c!#.

~b! Mass transfer between neighboring unmoved drop
caused by a combination of opposite volume modes@dotted
arrows in Fig. 2~a! and dotted curves in Figs. 2~d! and 3~c!#.

These modes have first been recognized in the Ca
Hilliard equation@26#. For smalle both eigenvalues are pos
tive, implying the instability of the wanted pattern to coar
ening. The mass transfer proceeds faster than the shi
droplets. But, ase increases, both become negative, rend
ing the solution with periodPhet linearly stable. At the two
crossing points period doubling bifurcations occur where s
tionary solutions of periodP52Phet emerge@compare thin
branches in Fig. 3~a!#. Altogether, the desired pinning solu
tion with P5Phet is linearly stable fore.0.002.

The value of this criticale depends on parameters and t
specific form ofP(h). Since the two symmetries connecte
with the coarsening modes are present for arbitrary cho
of P(h) the qualitative behavior does not depend on t
choice. Accordingly, two pairs of solutions withP52Phet
appear in any given system at finitee.

These four branches of solutions withP52Phet @thin
curves in Fig. 3~a!# have the following linear stability. Solu
tions on the dotted branch carry two positive eigenvalu
The short-dashed branch has still one positive eigenva
that leads to a shift of the pattern towards solutions of
solid branch. The long-dashed branch has one positive ei
value and is a saddle that divides evolutions by translation
two droplets towards one on the solid branch or back to
P5Phet branch. The entire thin solid branch is linear
stable inL52Phet and represents the coarse solution co
peting with the desired pattern@see Figs. 1~e! and 2~a!#.
Here, at largeh̄, the coarse profile of lowest energy emerg
from the translation mode, whereas for smaller mean fi
thicknesses (h̄<2 for G50.1) the coarse profile correspond
ing to the transfer mode is stable@see Fig. 1~d!# and has
lowest energy@25#.

~iv! Coarsening versus pinning. As seen in~iii !, coarsen-
ing is favored fore,0.002 and solutions withP52Phet are
the only stable ones. Consequently, they also have the lo
energy~for L52Phet). For e.0.002, multistability between
linearly stable solutions withP5Phet and P52Phet occurs
and the initial condition selects the final dewetting structu
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Below e'0.157 the coarse solution has lowest ener
whereas at largere the desired pinned pattern is energetica
favored. Choosing suitable initial conditions enables pinn
at much smallere. But coarsening will still occur at largere
if initial conditions are chosen accordingly. At even larg
e.0.5 the pinned pattern is the only possibility because
coarse solutions cease to exist@22#.

Summarizing the results for a range ofPhet at fixed G

50.1 andh̄52.5 we obtain the ‘‘morphological phase dia
gram’’ Fig. 4. Coarsening prevails for low values
e* Phet /Pc , while for large values the pattern pins to th
heterogeneity as desired@22#. At intermediate values multi-
stability is found where the initial condition selects the fin
outcome.

~v! Transversal stability. The transversal stability of the
pinned profiles (P5Phet) can be obtained from the eigen
values l of small perturbationsdh(x)exp(lt)@exp(iky)

FIG. 4. Morphological phase diagram of templating showi
regions in the parameter plane (e,Phet) with different behavior of
the thin film on a heterogeneous substrate. The shaded band
rates parameters of pure coarsening from pure pinning@22#. Inside
the shaded band multistability is found with the desired patt
being the energetic minimum inside the dark shaded area. Pa

eters area50.1,G50.1,h̄52.5, andPc'33. The triangles corre-
spond to the equivalent symbols in Fig. 3~a!.
d
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1c.c.#. We observe a long wavelength instability~reminis-
cent of the Rayleigh instability! at smalle on a length scale
much larger than the longitudinal modes. The most dang
ous branch of transversal perturbations emerges from
zero eigenvalue representing mass conservation in the
For e50.001 for instance, we found that the fastest grow
mode had a wavelength of'900518Phet @see Fig. 1~c!#.
The transversal modes are stabilized for parameters ab
the solid curve in Fig. 4. For the present choice ofP(h) and

G,h̄ the transversal instability restricts the stability range
the pinned solution more than longitudinal coarsening.

~vi! Summary. We have studied the conditions for su
cessful templating or pinning of thin films that are unstab
to spinodal dewetting. A periodic stripe pattern can be pinn
if the heterogeneous substrate suppresses the transvers
longitudinal instabilities typical for a homogeneous su
strate. While previous studies have employed direct num
cal simulation to study the dynamics of thin films, we ha
used numerical bifurcation and stability computations. T
allows an efficient scanning of parameters characterizing
heterogeneous substrate and the film dynamics. Compa
the two length scalesPc andPhet of spinodal dewetting and
heterogeneity, respectively, we find that patterns are
pinned to heterogeneities on a much smaller scale thanPc ,
and that smallerPc need weaker heterogeneities to pin t
pattern. In consequence, templating can be best controlle
choosing the initial mass of fluid which yields the smalle
Pc , i.e., the film thickness where the derivative
2]hhf (h,x)u h̄ is maximal ~for constantG), see also Ref.
@27#. The transition from coarsening to pinning is hysteret
giving rise to an extended region where the desired pin
pattern coexists with coarser structures. Our results and
methodology also apply to other strategies of stabilizing
periodic pattern including introduction of anisotropy or co
vective flows@28#.

We acknowledge support by the Deutsche Forschung
meinschaft~Grant Nos. BA1225/5-1 and TH781!.
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